Join Taconic Biosciences and Dr. Terina Martinez for a seminar on Friday, October 02, 2020.

Taconic Biosciences’ mission is to accelerate advancements in human health by modeling life through a wide range of products and services for researchers. Learn about the role of the microbiome in health and disease and in study reproducibility.

Harnessing the Microbiome in Mouse Model Research

Presented By
Terina Martinez, PhD, Field Application Scientist, Taconic Biosciences

The microbiome is emerging as a critical factor in development and normal physiology. Dysbiosis, an imbalance of microbiome constituents/function, is associated with the development and progression of numerous diseases, and therapeutic strategies targeting the microbiome are gaining traction. This revolution has been driven by basic research in mice, which has furthered our understanding of how the microbiome influences homeostasis and disease. This seminar will provide an overview of the strategies and solutions to study the microbiome and to control for its effects and will emphasize the latest resources available for researchers.

From this presentation, you will better understand:
• Considerations in selecting appropriate models for microbiome studies
• Best practices for microbiome association studies
• Benefits and limitations of data generated from mouse microbiome studies
• Strategies to control for microbiome effects
• Microbiome resources available for researchers

Date and Time
October 02, 2020 at 12:00 pm EDT

Hosted by Rutgers University

Virtual Presentation
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/5145361884560156687

Contact your local Taconic sales representative, Stephen Sowinski, MS, for more info
Stephen.Sowinski@Taconic.com / (518) 751-6109